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Experience the fifth episode of the "Dino lernt Deutsch" story series for German learners on your

stereo or headphones, at home or on the go! The narration speed and style of this audiobook is

aimed at beginners, with special emphasis on clear pronunciation, so that you can easily pause and

repeat words and phrases whenever you please. Immerse yourself in the sounds and sights of the

Hanseatic City of Hamburg and learn German along the way! Take a stroll over the bustling

Fischmarkt, lounge by the waterfront of the Binnenalster, wander the Reeperbahn at night, learn

about local customs, dialect and much more. (To get the most out of this audiobook we recommend

listening while reading through a paperback or ebook edition of "Learn German with Stories: Ahoi

aus Hamburg - 10 Short Stories for Beginners" and working through the exercises.) Featuring

sounds from freesound.org (via 'Creative Commons 0') with recordings by: Cafezz, lennyboy,

13GPanska_David_Koci, rui_aires, FrogPrince79, nigelcoop, pagancow, Kernellinux, thearxx08,

fthgurdy, fuzzpapi, Iamgiorgio, wibwob, joebro10, Bradovic, mricken1, Brokenphono, SpliceSound,

toklant, Pfannkuchn, DaveGould, Kinoton, pillonoise, Frogprince79, ahill86, JarredGibb,

SpliceSound, blukotek, deraj, anagar, ToddBradley, forestclay, domrodrig, Polytest, Gniffelbaf,

Liancu, hargissssound, Unice.ys, ftpalad, lolamadeus, devilqube, keweldog, joebro10, GameAudio,

TheGertz.
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I love the Dino series, and never hesitated to pick up the latest by Andre Klein. One of the great

features of them, besides their contemporary adult focus, is their humor. Most language readers are



dull as dishwater, and too many of them are for children, or set in fairy tale timeless settings. These

use colloquialisms and modern settings, which is rare, but the humor is such a welcome

change.That being said, I didn't find this installment of Dino's adventures quite as funny.Always,

looking for a cheap billet, Dino arrives in Hamburg and becomes an apartment manager, tasked

with dealing with tenants and fixing small things. But for the hapless Dino, the task ends up more

complex than he first considered. I enjoyed seeing a brief - very brief - glimpse of Hamburg through

Dino's eyes. I understand now that one theme of the Dino series is to give the reader a snapshot of

various German cities, hence his moving around. Still, it also means that Dino never seems to settle

down and succeed at anything. That can be a little repetitive as Dino makes his way through

Deutschland leaving a bevy of frustrated employers in his wake. Still any Dino is still good Dino, and

I hope it won't be as long till the next installment.

Mr Klein has done it again. These connected stories are interesting and fun to read. Much of the

vocabulary can be understood by context, but even words that trip one up can be looked up quickly.

Using the same words more than once helps with retention. I like the positioning of the vocabulary

following the story, then the questions afterward. This lets one review the vocab first. Use of

boldface type with endings in normal weight type points up the base word for adjectives and

adverbs, as well as pointing out the new words in general. You will not be bogged down reading any

of Mr Klein's books.

What lovely, charming books these are. Not too easy, not too hard, they provide a distinct thrill when

youÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢re able to read a paragraph at a time without looking in the dictionary for help.

Just perfect for the beginner German student, or any lover of languages.

Excellent beginner tutorials for German. The whole series is great. Two are available as audiobooks

so you can work on your pronunciation, but these books are geared toward vocabulary and a little

grammar.

Klein's book is a wonderful way to spruce up your German. The stories are interesting and funny

with each chapter just the right length to allow us to finish still feeling motivated. In his books we get

a lively peek at German culture today. I would enjoy reading them even if I was completely fluent in

German.



Love these books, makes learning Deutsch fun. Buy the whole series!

I have all eight books. Great learning tools.

All of the volumes in Andre Klein's "Learn German With Stories" series are interesting and are an

excellent way to build vocabulary skills panlessly. The stories are written to be easily readable and

interesting. The integration with electronic dictionaries on the Kindle is seamless and makes it very

easy to quickly learn new words. The vocabulary lists at the end of each chapter provide

translations of idiomatic phrases.
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